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ing militancy had already generated tensions
in their homes.
Over the six years that the program has
been in existence, similar meetings and
camps, organized around family planning,
education, women's fertility and health, allowed trainers to raise the question of patriarchy, an issue that program implementers
feel has been a significant contribution to
raising the women's consciousness. "I can't
say the process was always planned," says
Sharada Jain, "it was often intuitive, gutlevel. But what happened was that it made
theoretical sense, and if that isn't women's
studies, what is?"

Song

of

the

skir

by MerylAltman

wonderful poet with an incisive theoretical
brain, had once observed to me that she disliked the "puritanical" strain in feminism.
She also happened to be stunningly beautiful
and one of the best dressed people-in terms
of having her own sense of style, a clear
aesthetic enjoyment in clothing-I have ever
met. When she was denied a TA and enquired
why, the departmentchair told her that "She
didn't look like she needed it." Another
friend, a lesbian who never wore skirts,
refused on principle to wear "feminine drag"
to her interview, and was subjected to a great
deal of pressure to conform and "jump
through the hoops" by a number of people,
including famous feminists (and, I must say,
including me). She never taught in that
departmenteither, though she has a good job
now. I am not sure what advice I would give
either of these women today if they were my
graduate students: I still find the memories,
and the issues, quite painful to confront.
I think about them, though, every time I
reread Rachel Blau DuPlessis' brilliant essay
"For the Etruscans"-set partly in the corridors of the same graduate school some fifteen years earlier:

(which, God knows, are hard enough to assess anyhow).
I would argue that women, minorities and
non-traditional (non-middle-class or older)
candidates are disproportionately constrained by these factors. What exactly does
it mean for a woman to "dressneatly"? Clearly a tweed jacket won't do! I'm reminded of
an episode from the old sit-com, I Dream of
Jeannie. The genie's unusual (exotic?
RELATED QUESTION has preoccupied
erotic?) costume of gown and turban has
educators, academics and advisory
Within recent history decent clothing
been raising eyebrows in the suburbanneighgroups on women's studies from the
has been a necessity for any woman or
borhood where she lives. So the Major asks
very beginning. Should this be a separate
girl child who wants to enter the social
her, in some irritation,"Why can't you dress
discipline, offered as an independent subject,
world: it's her means of entry and
like everybody else?" "Of course, Master!"
or be integrated into the social sciences and
there are rules that say so.2
She shuts her eyes, nods her head and reapthe humanities as necessary aspects of those
pears in a carbon copy of his attire: squareddisciplines? The reasoning of those who favor
S EARLY DECEMBER. Yes, I am going to off navy blue uniforn, tie, wingtips... Totally
integrationis that an independentstatus might
the MLA; and no, my paper isn't unsexy. That wasn't what he meant. "But
marginalize women's studies, making it a soft
finished. But that's ok, because for the Jeannie, you're a woman!" In the next scene,
option. Others hold the view that acknowledging women's studies as distinct would en- first time in five years I'm not worried about she gets a glimpse of her next door neighbor
tail acknowledging a different perspective on whether my outfit is good enough, or and decides to surprise the Major by greeting
concepts, methodology, content and analytical whether I can afford another,or where in this him at the door in bathrobe, down-at-heel
categories. The debate is still currentand dif- town I can find anything "suitable."If I don't carpet slippers, head full of curlers, mop in
ferent centers have used differentstrategiesfor find time in the hectic week before Christmas hand... Totally unsexy. That wasn't what he
making their presence felt. Susheela Kaushik, to get my hair cut, it won't be a tragedy.Even meant either. (Expression of bemused defeat,
directorof the Women's Studies CenteratDelhi the rather noticeable pimple that annually followed by theme music...)
Now, women's options have increased
University, says herjob calls for a mix of "jug- appearson the left side of my chin right about
gling, pestering and public relations" in per- now is free to express itself this year as far as since those days, in dress as in other areas.
suading heads of departments to include I am concemed: let it bloom, as Robin Mor- But a certain paradox remains. How much
women's studies in theirprograms,as well as in gan says. You see, this year I'm not looking terrainis there, practically speaking, between
for a job. I've already got one, thanks. So this the "unfeminine" and the "too feminine"? Or,
"makingteachersteach it!"
Because of the difficulties involved in of- year, the only Meryl Altman who's going to to put it in terms of what they say after we
leave the room, between "She didn't unbend
fering women's studies at the B.A., M.A. and the MLA is the real one.
Having achieved this (almost Arnoldian) much, did she?" and "I liked her,but I wonder
Ph.D levels (basic material and curricula
need to be developed, faculty need to be built degree of distance, I feel ready to say some if she's serious about this job."
And more than the outer husk is at stake
up and, equally important, placement oppor- things that have been on my mind for a long
tunities for the graduates assured), only two time about feminism and professionaliza- here. What about the candidate who is too fat,
universities do so, both in southern India. tion. Specifically, I want to contribute to dis- too thin, whose body is too feminine or not
Most of the centers offer women's studies in cussions about commodification within the feminine enough? What about the candidate
conjunction with university social science academic professions and increased access to who can't put interviewers at ease with body
departments. While the UGC is anxious that institutions of higher leaming for a diverse language because she is in a wheelchair'
they deliver the goods on curriculum population. My basic premise, obviously, is What about the candidate with a "non-standdevelopment, seminars and research, many that truly achieving the latter depends on ard" ethnic or regional style of speaking or
self-presentation? Much of this advice seems
centers find that their most meaningful inter- vigorously opposing the former.
Many critics of commodification have to boil down to "conform as much as possible
ventioins are made through extensioil work in
looked with some distress at the so-called to a professional stereotype," but even if the
rural development, counseling or legal aid.
In 1989, all 22 women's studies centers "star system," whereby the often itinerant candidate is desperate to do so, not all of us
undertook a national project on the Status of "famous professor" becomes detached from can just throw money at the problem. And not
the Girl Child in India, a project which actual teaching, leaming and thinking and all candidates would want to, even if they
Susheela Kaushik cites as an example of ac- operates as pure sign (of "excellence," can: some may find it conflicts with their
tion-research. Each center works in four vil- "diversity,""radical chic," whatever) within politics, their sense of self, the stated commitlages and two urban slums, covering health, a competitive economy. I want to focus, ment of many hiring institutions to increasing
education, socialization, child labor, child though, on an earlier set of remembered "diversity," or their reasons for going into
marriage and child abuse. Researchers are gates: on entry-level hiring, the point where teaching in the filrstplace.
Of course, it's quite unfair to blame the
inevitably drawn into the women's lives and it gets decided who belongs and who doesn't;
find that they have been instrumental in set- who is "one of ours" and who isn't; who will makersof thejob list simply for saying out loud
ting up local women's centers and organizing work and who has wasted between filve and thatthe emperorneeds new clothes. The fact is,
do focus on this stuff, and it
health and literacy camps during the course ten years of her life. It may be that those who hirin2-comm:nittees
to, for example, one's
a
disservice
be
would
within
of
stardom
level
a
certain
my
achieve
of their work.
This bias towards action-research as a profession come to feel like objects of ex- students, to pretend otherwise. ("Go on, wear
political and ideological statement charac- change, "things"; I wouldn't know about your dungarees. It's the life of the mind that
terizes the Indian Association of Women's that. I do know it describes the feeling of the matters, after all." Hardly a winning strategy.)
Studies, set up in 1982 with a current mem- younger applicant fairly well. Because I But when I hear, for example, that a major
bership of 500 individuals and institutions. know it best, I'll focus narrowly on the job graduateschool holds a pre-conventionplaceIts biannual national conferences are at- search in English and modem languages (a ment meeting where women studentsare lined
tended by academics and activists in more or process with which I am, alas, intimately up and told things like "This year suits are out,
dresses are in," I wonder where helpfulness
less equal numbers, the objective being to familiar from both sides).
Many readers will know that hiring in ends and packaging begins.
strengthen women's studies through a
process of mutual growth, empowerment and these fields is now funnelled almost exF
ME,THESEISSUESgo back as far as my
_OR
enrichment, and towards playing an active clusively; through the "job lists" put out four
education does. I remember
Asgraduate
Language
the
Modem
by
year
a
times
role in the entire movement for change.
that at the first meeting of my first
The dynamics within academia regarding sociation. The October 1989 edition included
the acceptance of women's studies, raising a new feature, "Dos and Don'ts for Inter- seminar in feminist literary theory-a class
questions of scholarship, value-free "objec- views," which was clearly intended to be from which I learned a tremendous amount,
tivity" and legitimacy, require a separate and helpful to both candidates and search com- and to which I am deeply grateful-the
much longer discussion, as does the related mittees. Nonetheless, in actually spelling out professor signaled her expectations of intelsubject of women's writing and publishing. (and in a way, institutionalizing) some of the lectual and academic high seriousness by anWhat is clear, however, is that-fluid, or- non-intellectual factors often taken into ac- nouncing that "This class will not be about
count in this process, the "guidelines" unin- whether women should shave their legs."
ganic, evolving though they are-women's
studies and the women's movement have, in tentionally raised some questions about fair- (It's the life of the mind that matters, after
the words of one hard-to-convert academic, ness. Such advice to the candidate as "do all.) But quite soon, an issue arose for several
"created a kind of moral responsibility, oblig- dress neatly,""do watch body language," "do of us around what to wear to our teaching
ing people to consider scriously the question be polite," "do try to demonstrate your lan- assistantship interviews. At that time the inguage ability," "don't slouch or mumble," stitution admitted many more students than
of wome m.n"
"don't appear opinionated or contentious," could be supported financially, so these were
put the burden of appearing as a "present- quite competitive and a matter of high
This publication is available
able" member of a cultural elite squarely on anxiety. Also, it seemed unlikely one would
in microform from University
the candidate, rather than encouraging inter- find a job later without any teaching exMicrofilms International.
Call toll-free 800-521-3044. Or mail inquiry to:
to disregard these socially deter- perience as a graduate student.
viewers
University Microfilms International, 300 North
I remember two stories from those days.
48106.
Zeeb Road, Ann Arbor, Mt
mined "criteria" as much as possible and
focus instead on academic qualifications One quite brilliant member of our class, a
A woman must continually watch herself.... She has to survey everything
she is and everything she does because
how she appears to others, and ultimately how she appears to men, is of
crucial importance for what is normally thought of as the success of her
life.... One might simplify this by
saying: men act and women appear...
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To translateourselves from our disguises. The enthralled sexuality, the
knife-edge brilliance, the intellectual
dowdiness, evasions, embarrassments,
imprecisions, deferments; smug primness with which there is no dialogue.
Combativeness straight into malice. In-,
visibility, visibility, crossing the legs,
uncrossing them. Knights in shining
amour.Daddy to the rescue. "Imposing" sex on the situation. "Not imposing" "sex" on the "situation.""Doesn't
she know she'd better not work on a
woman?" She'd better now work on a
woman. "I bid you takc a wisp from
the wool of their precious fleece." The
golden fleece. The golden bough. The
female quest?
.... How to be? How to be-have? I
rememberone preceptorwho brought
her little white dog to school and
trotted it up and down the fourth floor
of Hamilton Hall. What delightful,
charming, adorable girls. The temptation of Eve was fruit, of Mary, lambs.
Thinking that they followed you to
school.3
I don't mean to suggest, by the way, that
this paradox applies to hiring only. I do think
it's a particular problem for teachers of
women's studies. Am I the only person who
has ever found herself in the odd position of
leading a discussion of the film "Still Killing
Us Softly" (which poses the issue of
women's exploitation through the commercialization of their appearance), meanwhile
myself dressed up within an inch of my life
for a meeting with the Deans?
A few years ago, Annette Kolodny used
the metaphor of clothing to decry a depoliticizing trendshe saw in women's studies
within the academy, calling on feminists to
abandonour silk blouses and instead come to
class messy because we'd spend the night
sleeping out with our students in the divestment blockade.4 Role-modeling is at issue
here, and with it a question feminism has yet
to resolve: what does it mean, in our culture,
to be a "grown-up,"a "professional"-and a
woman? It's not a simple choice between
authenticity and "selling out," either, because
the ability to define these codes does not rest
in our hands. For example, informality in
class or out of it simply reads differently for
women, just as a man who brings his small
child to the office is signifying something
different from what a woman would, whether
he means to or not. As Cora Kaplan has put it
in another context (a discussion of Mary
Wollstonecraft's sexual conservatism):
There is no feminism that can stand
wholly outside of femininity as it is
posed in a given historical moment.
All feminisms give some ideological
hostage to femininities and are constructed through the gender sexualities

of their day as well as standing in opposition to them...5
Put simply, one can't go to one's interview naked; therefore, one can't avoid in
some way participating in the visual coding
of gender (and race, and class, and sexual
preference, and so on). As interviewers, we
can't help being "caught looking," either.
The economy of the job interview is by nature scopic before it can be discursive. And
especially when we want to speak professionally as women, or gay people, or ethnically markedpeople, we can't escape the fact
that the dominant culture represents these
features of our identity visually. Anyone
who's ever been present at a discussion of
whether so-and-so is "black enough" for a
given position will know what I mean.
some of these issues in
November 1989 from the floor of an
American Studies Association panel on
"Commodification in the Profession," and
was pleased and intrigued by the responses
from panelists and audience. One prominent
feminist and member of the MLA executive
committee explained that the intention of the
MLA guidelines was actually to open up the
the process to non-traditional candidates by
spelling out what "traditional"(middle-class)
candidates have always known. Another
woman supported her point, describing a
feeling of aesthetic pleasure and pride when
her women graduate students "grow up" and
invest in their "first real outfit" for the
MLA-almost like helping one's daughter
dress for her wedding. (A year later, I still
cannot quite articulate why this only
deepened my uneasiness.)
My favorite response was that of E., a
well-known feminist theorist whose work I
respect deeply and whom I know slightly in
a personal context. "But you always look
very nice!" she protested. "Your outfit is
great!" Since I was actually on the way to an
interview at the time, I certainly appreciated
this; later,though, it struckme as ironic, since
I owe to an essay of E.'s my own understanding of why "But I never think of you as
fat!" is a well-meaning but politically inadequate response, along the lines of "But I never
ffiinkof you as Jewish" or "Yes, it's cool with
me that you're gay, but thank God you're not
like those blatantpeople in the Village." Surely
this game demeans everybody, including the
people who come out winners.
It strikes me as insufficient, then, to stop
with the personal solution even if it could be
made more widely accessible ("sBetterDresses for Everyone!"). But some confession
may be in order, if only for the sake of
balance. In sober fact, I sometimes kind of
like dressing up, shopping, expressing my
mastery over my environment by using my
Mastercard, imagining I look better than I
actually do... I probably won't go back to
wearing my old black sweatshirt every day
even if I do get tenure (it's falling apart,
I

HFRST RAISED

anyhow). False consciousness? Maybe. Invalidation of my whole argument? I don't
think so. The real issue here is not clothes per
se so much as a kind of enforced (and unattainable) conformity. I mean, I enjoy sex, too:
but I resent being told how to do it or how not
to do it; and I don't much care for having my
whole being reduced to it, either.
Another interesting angle on the ILA
advice was provided by a gay male first year
graduate student, who basically agreed with
my analysis but said further that the criteria
oppressed himin another way: he envied me
my access to the expressive register of dress,
interesting colors, textures and shapes. He
felt there was a restrictive dress code for men
as well. This analogy seems both compelling
and imperfect to me. I doubt, for example,
whether any man in our culture is subjected
to the level of constant wearying self-surveillance John Berger speaks of in my epigraph,
with all its power to distract one's intelligence, drain one's energy, destroy one's
sense of oneself as a being with a right to
exist in the world.
But I must admit that one of many excruciating debates I sat through in the year I
served on a departmentalpersonnel committee dealt with a male job candidate Who
Wore White Socks to his interview (along
with a perfectly conservative suit). Would
our students be able to accept, as an authority
figure, AMan Who Wore White Socks? some
department members worried. (Ever notice
how it's always the students, never ourselves,
who are supposed to have a potential problem in these discussions?) Even had the
fellow's dissertation subject not been crossdressing, it wasn't difficult to see that the
issue was really sexuality. This candidate
was offered the job in the end, but chose to
go elsewhere. I don't work there any more,
either.
Perhaps the most relevant response,
though, was given by an older male colleague
and friend. "Why are you making such a fuss
about this?" he said. "Surely young feminist
theorists have more importantthings to think
about?"
My point exactly. c

Keeping busy
by Barbara Croft
TEACH-I used to teach-at a state univer-

I

sity. Three sections of composition, 26
students per class. It was a dead-end job,
and the paper load was murder, and it meant
a 45-minute commute, 80 miles round trip
three times a week, but it was only temporary,
just for the year.
"How's the job?" people would ask me.
"Is it keeping you busy?"
I've been temporary elsewhere, too, temporary and part-time. Temporary in creative
writing, temporaryin comp. In fact, I've been
temporaryfor so long now that my temporary
status appears to be permanent.
My office was pretty bleak. Since I was
only going to be there temporarily, I didn't
bother to move much in. Someone else's
poster was on the wall, and term papers by
someone else's students were stacked in the
corner. I got telephone calls for other temporaries who had moved on. My name wasn't
even listed on the building directory. I suppose they figured there was no point in
changing the list; I was only occupying the
office temporarily.
When I took the job, I thought it might
turn into something permanent. Around October I applied for a tenure track position:
To the Search Commnittee:
I am writing to apply for the position of Assistant Professor of English
currently open in your departmentfor
the coming academic year. As the
enclosed resume shows, I have wide
experience in writing and editing, both
within the university and in business
and journalism, and more than eight
years of teaching experience.
As is the case with many women in
academia, I have not been able to pursue my career single-mindedly because
of family responsibilities. After receiving my Ph.D from the University of
Toronto and teaching for five years in
Canada, I decided to interruptmy
career and returnhome due to my
father's illness and subsequent death. I
taught introductory composition fulltime for one year on a renewable appointment, quarter-to-quarterbasis. I
married, and because there were no significant academic opportunities here
and I was not free to relocate, I elected
to work independently on my fiction
and scholarship. I hoped that, when an
academic opportunity did present itself, my publications would better position me in the job market than any marginal teaching experience I could have
acquired.
As my resume shows...

lJohnBerger,Waysof Seeing (New York:
Penguin, 1973).
2CarolynSteedman,Landscapefor a Good
Woman(New Brunswick,NJ: Rutgers
UniversityPress, 1987), p.89.
3RachelBlau DuPlessis, The Pink Guitar:
Writingas FeministPractice (New York:
Routledge, 1990), p.2.
4AnnetteKolodny,"DancingBetween Left
and Right Feminismand the Academic
Minefield in the 1980s," from a panel on
"Politicsand the Discipline in 1987" at the
Modem LanguageAssociationConference,
San Francisco,December 1987.
5CoraKaplan,"WildNights: Pleasure,
Sexuality,Feminism,"in Sea Changes:
Cultureand Feminism(London,UK: Routledge, 1987), p.49.

I wasn't even interviewed. They hired someone young, fresh out of graduate school, perhaps because he chatteredprettily of privileging and valorizing, perhaps because they did
not hear in his voice the cadence of defeat.
Friends say that because my degree is in
literature,I "really don't want" a job teaching
writing; because I have done some fiction, I
"really would not be happy" teaching at all.
The hodge-podge of credentials I have acquired knocking around-business writing,
journalism, fiction-apparently doesn't add
to my degree to make me better qualified;
instead it suggests I'm "not really serious"
about my career.
I didn't start out to be temporary, of
course, and it always surprises me when I
stop to reflect that I am no further along now
in my career than I was twenty years ago. If
anything, I have fallen behind, despite my
accomplishments (three books, some fiction
prizes). Perhaps it was demographics, a
slump in the demand for literature teachers;
perhaps I just didn't know how to play the
game. Perhaps I really wouldn't be happier
teaching. Still, having been told I was
in school, I am surprised at the
"&promising"
way things have failed to work out.
I think I began to lose ground as a professional when I took a job, temporarily, as a
business writing teacher. It is not good, apparently, to work outside your field, which in
my case was modem British literaturewith a
speciality in Anglo-Irish writers. Although
universities need generalists, they hire
specialists. Working in more than one field
suggests that you are not "serious."
I applied for a job in rhetoric (there was
nothing in literature).I almost had it, but the
funding fell through.I'd already left my oLher
job. I took a temporary position teaching
composition. Through a series of expedient
choices and makeshift compromises with the
academic job market I slipped further and
further away from my "field." Then I got
married.
There didn't seem to be any point in going
on teaching comp. I opened a bookstore; I
worked as a joumalist; I worked in public
relations. I kept busy. Occasionally, I would
try to go back to teaching, but they don't need
many specialists in Anglo-Irish literature
these days. I revised my dissertation and got
it published. I started a novel. There didn't
seem anywhere else to invest my isolation. I
was too uncertain of myself by then to think
of teaching any more. Crowds made me uneasy. I took some art classes.
And then my father died. He died on the
gentlest Sunday morning I have ever seen, in
April, when the grass was still tender, uncertain green, and the daffodils were just begin-

Twin Sisters
Husbands,two doctorsdying.
The sistersfeed them
sucrosewith eye dropslike birds.
My fatherdies first;
my uncle follows,predictably.
Men blusteryon the outside,
all talkandmuscle.But whenthe skin
& bonesgo, like a matchto newspaper,
nothing'sleft.
My motherandher twin
were groomedto be widows.
The hairof one sisteris bleached
blonde;the hairof her sisteris auburn.
One shrillvoice drownsout the other.
Whenthey cut intoElinor'sbreast,
miles awayEstellewakesup
andfeels the burning.
The twinsknew they'dendup like this:
alonein Floridaon thepatio
listeningto the windhowling
down its own tunnel,
not able to tell each other
apart.

Substitute Teacher
The bell rings and the boys move past me;
their tight jeans whistle.
I feel electricity. I want them
to tell me I'm beautiful;
they say witch under their breaths.
They have hot, volcanic pimples.
The girls could teach me
how to walk
so my breasts swing like oranges.
I want to ask Sara
why her hair curls in the rain
and falls to her shoulders, spun gold
like the tree in the playground.
For them I am temporary.
I can't remember what I've learned
from death or love
as I watch the students,
each one conjugating the verb "to be."

Culture and Society
in Periklean Athens
A SummerInstitutefor Collegeand
UniversityProfessors
June 17 - July 19, 1991
Sponsoredby theDepartment
of Classics,The
Universityof Arizona
Supportedby a majorgrantfromTheNational
Endowmentforthe Humanities
A programspecificallydesignedfor college
anduniversityteachersin disciplinessuchas
art history,drama,history,literature,philosophy and generalhumanitieswho regularly
incorporatesome facet of Classical Greece
intotheircurriculum.
Participants
will be awardeda stipendas well
as an allowancefor room, boardand travel.
Deadline:March1, 1991.
For informationcontact:Professor Albert
Leonard, Jr., Department of Classics, ML
371, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ
85721; (602) 621-1689.

-Carol Dine
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